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Su11111ary 

A high performance control system is being 
designed as part of a heavy ion medical accelerator. 
The accelerator will be a synchrotron dedicated to 
clinical and other biomedical uses of heavy ions, and 
it will deliver fully stripped ions at energies up to 
800 MeV/nucleon. A key element in the design of an 
accelerator which will operate in a hospital 
environment is to pro vi de a high performance control 
system. This control system will pro vi de accelerator 
modeling to facilitate changes in operating mode, 
pro vi de automatic beam tuning to simplify accelerator 
operations, and provide diagnostics to enhance 
reliability. The control system being designed 
utilizes many microcomputers operating in parallel to 
collect and transmit data; complex numerical 
computations are performed by a powerful minicomputer. 

In order to provide the maximum ope!'ational 
flexibility, the Medical ~ccelerator control system 
wi 11 be capable of dealing with pulse-to-pulse 
changes in beam energy .and ion species. 

Control System Design PhilosophY 

The availability of vastly improved computer 
hardware at moderate cost means that it is now 
reasonable to consider building a computer system to 
fit an application. A very high performance computer 
system can be designed to provide monitoring and 
control of devices and instruments, as well as 
hi gh-1 evel control functions such as automatic 
beam-line tuning. 

In particular, the reduced financial pressure to 
share computing resources among many functions has 
led to the concept of providing distributed·· 
intelligence. There is a clear trend to use larger 
numbers of computers in accelerator control systems: 
PEP used a few computers, the SuperHILAC Third 
Injector used about twenty, and ALS will use over two 
hundred. One important advantage of using 
distributed intelligence is the dramatic simplication 
of the software. 

To simplify the operation of the Medical 
Accelerator, a large number of interactive, 
easily-understood graphics displays with simple 
control functions will be provided. These displays 
and the supporting calculations will require 
extremely large computing power to be aliequately 
responsive, on the order of 0.1 second. To achieve 
these responses, we will use several high performance 
microcomputers performing tasks in parallel and com
municating via a multi-processing-bus. This concept, 
which replaces minicomputers, was developed and 
demonstrated on the SuperHILAC Third Injector control 
system, and will be used throughout the control 
system when high computing rates are needed. (1,2,31 

Reliability and maintainability will be stressed 
in the control system design. This applies to its 
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own operation and its ability to aid in the repair of 
other accelerator components. 1~i th l:t,i s in mind we 
will stress modularity in component rlesi gn for fast 
system repair by replacement, anrl aliequate monitoring 
of accelerator component parameters so proper 
operation can be determined by the control system. 

As much as possible, risks associated with 
technical development will be minimized by using 
familiar design concepts and technoloqy. ~e will 
remain open to new advances in technology by 
designing into the ~1edical Accelerator control system 
the flexibility to incorporate new technology as it 
becomes available. 

High-level control functions, such as accelerator 
modeling, consist primarily of number crunching 
rather than data "lani pul ati on. What is required 
then, is a medium-sized computer. The critical 
element here is a friendly environment for software 
development, because software costs will dominate 
hardware costs. Communications requirements between 
this computer and the rest of the control system are 
not particularly severe, because only moderate 
quantities of data need to be transferred. 

Control System ~rchitecture (Figure 1) 

This control system is characterized l:ly the use 
of many dedi cate1 computers each of which performs a 
definite, fixed function. The two funrlamental units 
of this system are the "microcomputer module" anrl the 
"intelligent local controller" ( ILC). 

Microcomputer Module 

The mi crocomp1Jter module consists of a card cage 
with a "lul ti bus* backplane. This card cage contains 
a number of boards, at least two of which are sinqle 
boarrl computers l'lhi ch incorporate hi qh performance 
microprocessors. ~ key element in this desiqn is the 
use of 1 ocal busses on the computer boarr1s, because 
then the Multi bus can be reserverl solely for 
communications between boards. True parallel 
processing is achieveli. Incidentally, the selection 
of the ~1ul tibus standard is a tii sti net advantage 
because of the many vendors who oroliuce 
Multibus-compatible boards. 

There are three types of microcomputer modules, 
each serving a rlifferent function: 

1. The Display '1i crocomputer '1odul e ( 011.1'1) services 
the operator console. ~ccess to the C"lM rlata base is 
achieved by using ""lultibus extension boards" which 
permit the D"1M to address directly the C'-'1 data 
base. ~ worr1 of data can be accessed in about 2 
mi croseconrls. There is one nii.1M for each operator 
station, but more operator stations can be provided 
by adding OMM's. The 0Mt1 also is the gateway to the 
Ethernet 1 ink. 

The OMM consists of a car-0 cage with three Intel 
iAPX 286 computer boards, and they perform a number 

*Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation 



of functions. The "operating computer" executes 
standard operating tasks, refreshes CRT display pages 
and pro vi des a gateway to Ethernet. The "console 
computer" keeps track of device settings which are 
entered using the knobs and touch panels at the 
operator station. The "graphics computer" provides 
support for graphic displays. Other boards in the 
DMM include color graphics display boards, the 
Multi bus extension board which pro vi des 
communications to the CMfo1, and an Ethernet control 
boa rd. The gateway to the Ethernet 1 ink will pro vi de 
for access to a network resource manager (File 
system, Disc, spooling printer, etc.) for temporary 
and permanent housekeeping functions (logging, 
etc.). These functions are sophisticated in 
performance and slow in average 1 ink 1ata rates. 
They are therefore decoupled from the fast response 
control system by the Ethernet network. 

DEVICES 

l8L 8211-7403 

Figure 1: Control System Architecture 

2. The Collector Microcomputer Module (CMM) is the 
single module which collects the data from all of the 
IOMM's and ILC's. Data are transmitted over links at 
a 180 kilobaud rate. The CMM has a data base 
resident on dual-ported RAM, and this data base 
includes copies of all the local data bases. 

A very rough estimate of the magnitude of the 
monitoring and control task for the Medical 
Accelerator indicates that possibly 400 devices, with 
3000 signals, would have to be controlled. This 
corresponds to about 20 I!Jfo1M' s or 400 ILC' s or an 
appropriate mixture. There appears to he '10 
difficulty with the size of the data base, when the 
CMM accommodates 20 IOMM' s. If we assume that each 
IOMM has a 12 kilobyte data base (both active and 
passive portions), then 20 IOMM's would require a 
data base of about 0. 24 Megabytes. Si nee most new 
microprocessors have an address space of 16 ~egabyte, 
the DMM address space is large enough to include the 
CMM data base plus its own Multibus requirement. 

The communications boards will be intelligent, 
containing single-chip microcomputers. Each 
single-chip microcomputer talks directly to the 
communications channel from an ICJ~tll (or from the 
ILC' s which might replace the IOMM), and each 
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microcomputer deals with the portion of the data base 
corresponding to its IOMM. If we were to put 4 
microcomputers (along with dual-ported RAM for the 
data base) on each board, then 5 boarrls could handle 
20 IOIIIM's. ~n example of a single-chip microcomputer 
we can use the Intel 8751, which has an integral 
serial communications channel. This design avoids 
the sharing of a resource (the "1ultibus in this case) 
and eliminates a potential bottleneck. 

The C~ contains a tllultibus extension board, 
which permits the 0111111 to access the CMM rlata base a'ld 
several collll'flunications boards for 1 inking to IOMI-1' s 
and ILC's. 

3. The Input Output ~icrocomputer Module (IOMM) 
pro vi des an interface to the accelerator equipment by 
collectinq data and transmittinq control 
instructions. The IO"lM is used where parallel 
computation is required to achieve the desirert 
throughput. The IOMM contains a local data base. 
There are at least two computer boards in the IOMIII, 
one of which controls input/output to the devices, 
and one of which deals with the data base and 
messages. Other boards handle the actual 
input/output of analog and boolean signals. One IOMM 
services about 20 devices, such as magnet power 
supplies, with a total of about 150 signals (20 
ADC,20 DAC, about llO boolean). The functions 
performed by the IOIIIM include data collection, device 
control, closed loop control, data base, and timing. 
The IOMM uses the information in its local data base 
to control devices, and new data a~ collected to 
refresh tile entries in both the 1 ocal data ~lase and 
also in the complete data base at the CMM. The 
software for the IO~'s consists only of aoplications 
programs which are stored on EEPROM's or EPROM's. 

Intelligent Local Controller 

The Intelligent Local Controller (!LC) is a 
single board computer with serial communication, a 
high performance microprocessor, and sufficient 
input-output to control anrl monitor an accelerator 
component. The ILC contains a local data base. 

The ~~edical Accelerator must be a facility which 
provides routine treatments within a hospital 
environment. ~s sue h, it rnu st meet stringent 
re~irements of reliability and maintainability. 
Furthermore, the need to flli nimi ze operating costs by 
keeping the operating staff very small also implies 
very high reliability and m~intainahility. 

First, we note that overall reliability and 
maintainability would be qreatly enhanced, if the 
control system could monitor sufficient signals. For 
example, it would clearly speet1 repairs and minimize 
down-time, if the operator were instantly informed of 
the reasons why power supplies tripped off. 

A second important point is that having the 
simplest possible S'lftware at the I'lM'-1 level 
maximizes the ease of trouble shooting. ~lthouqh the 
I OM!~ aopl i cations programs are already very simple, 
some •Jnavoidable complexity remains because of the 
necessity to monitor and control about 20 t1evices. 

By following our ,asic control system rlesiqn 
philosophy, '~e ca, see that an attractive solution is 
to t1i stri bute when oossi bl e the IOM!-1 tasks among a 
large number of dedicated computers. That is, we 
propose to replace each I0"1'1 with ILC's, e<~ch of 
which is located at tile single controlled rlevice for 
which the ILC is resporisi bl e. qy essentially 
eliminating the cabling problems inherent in 
transmitting signals between controlled 1evices and 
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IOMM's this strategy makes it convenient to monitor a 
larger number of signals at each controlled device. 
Furthermore, the greatly simplified software at each 
ILC waul d significantly enhance the ease of trouble 
shooting malfunctions at this level of the control 
system. The increased modularity of the hardware 
would also tend to make system expansion easier. 

Although it may become possible to purchase an 
appropriate ILC board within a few years, right now 
we conceive of an ILC as a single, specially-built 
board. The ILC waul d include a microprocessor 
(perhaps an Intel 80188), DAC, ADC, PROM, RAM, and 
serial transmitter/receiver. The functions performerl 
by an ILC would include all of the IOMM functions 
plus added monitoring and improved diagnostics 
(perhaps a self-test mode). EPROM-resi dent progral'ls 
are anticipated to be the most convenient option for 
ILC' s, since ILC software, being even more modular, 
is 1 ikely to undergo even fewer changes than IOMM 
software. 

CollJllunications 

An important consideration in the design of a 
control system is to organize the interactions 
between the different 1 evel s of computing. An 
extremely simple solution to this problem will be 
implemented. The IOMM and CMM function to produce an 
up-to-date data base at the CMM. The CMM serves as 
memory for the DMM. 

The collJlluni cations between the CMM and the DMM 
depend upon two "Mul tibus extension boards", which 
allow the computer at the DMM to gain access to the 
data base at the CMM by simply addressing the 
appropriate portion of the data base memory. 

There is a single, dedicated communications 
channel between each IOI.f..1 and the CMM. The C"'1M 
database is updated continuously. A much smaller 
volume of control data goes from the CMM to IOMM. 

If an IOMM is replaced with ILC' s, then the 
communciations problem with the C..,l~ becomes more 
complex. That is, each of the ILC's must now 
communicate with the CMM, as compared with one IO!.,M 
previously. As before, the traffic on the 
communications link would consist primarily of fresh 
data being sent to the CMM, with a considerably 
smaller volume of device control d~ta being sent to 
the ILC' s. 

To handle this communications problem a ~edicaterl 
channel will be used to link the ILC's with a 
microprocessor at the CMM. A "master" would he 
required to control traffic on this channel. A very 
simple scheme, of traffic control, such as using 
dedicated time slots, will be used and a general 
"network" would not be required. The reason is 
simply that ILC's would not be given the capability 
to communicate directly with one another. That is, 
if two devices (such as two magnet power supplies) 
must interact with one another, they do not "talk" 
directly to each other. Instead, fresh data 
concerning these devices are collected at the data 
base at the CMM, and the applications program at the 
DMM, which has access to the 1ata base, orovides the 
desired interaction. 

Number Cruncher 

An additional computer, linked to the DMM's, via 
Ethernet is required in order to pro vi de a 
substantial number crunching capability in the 
Medical Accelerator control system. The primary 
purpose of this computer is to achieve a certain 
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·degree of automation. qy perforni ng hi gh-1 evel 
control functions, this computer can reduce the 
number of actions and decisions which are required of 
the accelerator operator. ~t a minimum, the computer 
can give instructions or enumerate options, but the 
goal is to approach fully automatic operation. 
Automated control functions will include accelerator 
modeling (to provide guidance for changes in 
operating parameters), ~utomatic tuning of ion 
sources and beam lines, diagnosis of accelerator 
malfunctions, and closed orbit corrections. For the 
most part, we anticipate that these programs would 
need to be run on an infrequent l:lasis, mainly during 
accelerator tune-up. · 

The data link between the number cruncher and the 
rest of the control system presents no soecial 
problem, '>ecause the required data rates are expected 
to be very modest. Certainly an Ethernet 
communications link can provide a~equate speed. 

The 'llore general programming and comoutinq re
quirements for the number cruncher differ consi derahly 
from those of other computers in the control system, 
so it appears attractive to think of this computer as 
a separate entity, set somewhat off to the side. 
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